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BACKGROUND
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• Pennsylvania State University 
• Architectural Engineering (Structures) – 2008

• Blast / Structural Engineer – 2008 to Current
• Various new and existing projects
• Concrete, Steel, Masonry, and Wood
• Federal, State, Cultural Venues, Commercial Buildings
• Currently a Senior Project Engineer at Thornton 

Tomasetti
• Member of SEAMW, NCSEA SE3, ASIS International
• Licensed P.E. (Washington, DC) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Structural Engineering Engagement and Equity (SE3) Project was established with the mission of improving engagement and equity in the structural engineering profession.  



AGENDA
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• Introduction to Blast
• Blast Load Phenomenon
• Comparison to Conventional Loads
• Design Limits 

• Applications / Design Components
• Case Study
• Questions / Discussion

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Structural Engineering Engagement and Equity (SE3) Project was established with the mission of improving engagement and equity in the structural engineering profession.  



BLAST PHENOMENON
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Blast Pressure =  Bomb Size + Standoff

Loading:
• Blast loading can be generally classified as 

near-contact or far-field, and confined or 
unconfined

Standoff:
• Distance between explosive and structure
• Angle of incidence 

Types of Threats:
• Vehicular, Backpack, Suicide Vest, 

Package/Mail

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
near-contact or far-field, and confined or unconfined. This is an example of a far-field, unconfined threat.  Explosion produces a shock wave (overpressure) which diminishes as a hemispherical pressure wave away from the bomb. 



BLAST PHENOMENON
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“Incident” Pressure

“Reflected” 
Pressure

Pressure-Time History:
• Sudden rise; rapid exponential 

decay
• Lower intensity but longer 

negative phase (suction)

Loading:
• Reflected Pressure 
• Incident Pressure
• Reflections / Diffractions due to 

articulations in façade, overhangs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For a typical vehicular threat, the blast wave will expand radially outward from the center of burst; and then we map the pressure time histories on all surfaces (of interest) around the building.  As you can see from this simplified model, the pressures on the façade directly opposite the charge are most significant.As the blast wave engulfs the target structure it is reflected and diffracted, creating focus and shadow zones on the façade. The magnitude of the peak pressures and impulses are reduced with distance from the source and the resulting patterns of blast loads appear to be concentric rings of diminishing intensity. The effect is analogous to the circular ripples that are created when an object is dropped into a pool of water. These patterns of blast load intensity are complicated as the waves are reflected and diffracted by the structure. 



BLAST PHENOMENON
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Arena Blast Test

Service Loads vs. Blast Loads

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is a live explosion test on a small portion of a façade (specifically a window system) our DC office designed a number of years ago.It is in slow motion, and zoomed out quite a bit.  Take notice of how you can see the shock wave expanding radially outward hemispherically.









BLAST VS. EARTHQUAKE VS. WIND

1 second

• Wind Pressures

• Function of 3-sec 
wind gust speed

• ~20-30psf for typical 
medium to low rise 
structures

7psi
(1008psf)

Blast Loads
• Pounds per square inch (psi)
• Blast Duration (milliseconds)

EarthquakeBlast

Service Loads 
• Pounds per square foot (psf)
• Wind Loads (seconds)
• EQ Loads (seconds)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now, how does this extreme blast loading compare with loadings that we are all perhaps a little more familiar with?Consider earthquakes for instance.  Blast dissipates with distance and angle at which the wave hits the structure, and it only lasts a matter of milliseconds.  It is independent of the structural characteristics.  Seismic loading is based on mass and stiffness distribution (the building’s structural characteristics), and it lasts a matter of seconds.   Seismic is also affects the entire structure whereas, though blast does create a base shear, can be considered to only affect specific elements, depending on where the threat is locations (how close to the building).What about for wind?  While wind loading is not dependent on mass of the building, its distribution along a building’s height is different than blast.  The wind pressure increases going up, whereas the blast decreases going up.  The magnitude of blast loads is also significantly higher.  Once again, we see that the duration of the blast loading is significantly shorter than the basis for how wind pressures are calculated.



VALIDATING DESIGNS

Shock Tube Testing Open Arena Testing

• Performance of building under blast – Highly dynamic and inelastic 

• Dissipate Energy through Inelastic Deformation

Analysis / Calculations
Computation – Non-linear, 
dynamic

• Single-Degree-of-Freedom

• Finite Element Modeling

• Empirical tools/data bases

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, once we know the blast loading on a structure or component, we then need to analyze the structure/component. This can be achieved in a number of ways, either analytically or experimentally.  Using analytical methods, we can employ simple SDOF mass-spring differential equations, or we can use high-fidelity, nonlinear FEM models.  The use really depends on a number of factors from complexity, to project scope, etc…  In all analysis methods, we need to consider the effect of high loading rate on material properties. Either way, the analysis is non-linear, dynamic not linear static. If we were to design for these very high pressures statically, the resulting designs would be impractical and not feasible. Experimentally, you can test designs using a blast simulators (often times referred to as blast tubes).  Two of which are shown here.Air is highly compressed at one end, and then suddenly released, at which point it travels down the tube and impacts the test structure.Of course, one can always test/validate a design by subjecting it to a real life explosive test.  $$$$$$



(A)

(B)

(C)

AIR-BLAST EFFECTS

EXTERIOR WALLS 
AND COLUMNS

ROOF AND 
FLOOR SLABS

FRAME

Facade

Structural 
Components

Global 
Structure

{
{
{

• Windows
• Exterior Concrete Walls
• Architectural Appendages

• Roof System
• Exposed Columns
• Building Overhangs

• Lateral Force Resisting System
• Foundations

DESIGN COMPONENTS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Discuss differences in gravity loading vs blast loading



BLAST AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
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• First line of building defense/protection

• Hardened envelope

• Minimize debris

• Protect building occupants

• Life safety collapse prevention

• Accept local damage/failure

• Dissipate blast energy through deformation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Many aspects of blast protection, but we will focus on the enclosure of the building which is the first line of defense. In reality, there are other aspects to consider e.g. your setbacks and how that is established and if there is time at the end we can talk about that. 



DAMAGE LIMITS IN DESIGN
Performance Limits
“Failure” (e.g. yielding) is permitted in blast design and generally encouraged (in a controlled fashion) to 
obtain economical designs. Goal is to minimize injuries / fatalities during an explosive event.
Blast: Performance Based

• Higher Deformation Limits than Conventional (e.g. L/360)

• Shear and Connection Design

UFC (DoD) ISC (GSA) VA Standards OBO (DoS)

Standards
Acceptance criteria is agency-specific

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In our designs (thru our response limits), it is encouraged to allow controlled “failure” thru yielding and the development of collapse mechanisms.  This is so that we can arrive at economical designs.  Going thru our designs and using the larger response limits, you need to remember what our goal is as blast engineers – to minimize injuries and fatalities.  This table shows a range of damage levels that we reference from design guidelines, and you can see that all of the descriptions contain some language about limiting injuries.



COLUMNS & LOAD-BEARING WALLS
• Primary structural elements

• Design must consider:

• Flexural failure mechanisms

• Combined axial/flexure

• Shear failure

• P-delta effects (more pronounced)

• Spall

• Breach

• Design so that column has capacity to carry axial load from 
building

Primarily due to 
near-contact 
threat

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We need to consider all aforementioned failure mechanisms in their design.  The design of these elements should be approached with care given that they are primary elements and their failure could affect a number of other elements within the structure.One thing to note with these elements is that they are carrying a lot of axial force, so 1) what effect does the axial load have on the capacity, and 2) we need to be careful not to allow P-Delta to cause failure from sustained axial forces after the blast has gone.



COLUMNS & LOAD-BEARING WALLS

New Construction

• Adequate f‘c & depth to prevent spall/breach

• Dense transverse reinforcement to confine core 
(Relatively cheap)

Retrofits

• Enlarged x-sections

• Steel Jackets

• DUCON

• FRP (Far-field only)

Design Considerations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ideally, some things that should always come to mind when designing something new are as follows:If you are faced with existing construction, you can analyze what is there and see if the (E) design will satisfy the requirements.  If not, you will need to design a retrofit for the elements.Consider this video to the right, which illustrates the potential consequences of a member not having adequate capacity vs. the increased performance from the hardened conditions.






BLAST DESIGN WITH DUCON®

SDOF or FEM? 

• Dependent on threat size and standoff

Project

• Harden a large number of columns for near contact explosion

Design Considerations

ResultsFEM Model Installation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is the example of an application where we had used a partial height DUCON jacket.



FIBER REINFORCED POLYMER (FRP)

Wall Hardening
(Bazan and Oswald, 2010)

Slab Hardening
(www.fyfeco.com)

Column Hardening
(www.fyfeco.com)

• Not only for strengthening / retrofitting for conventional design, but also for blast

• Flexure or shear

• Can use it as confinement for column

• Discuss disadvantages – “bow and arrow effect”

Applications

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
FRP is another means by which we can retrofit members for flexure and shear.



SLABS (INTERMEDIATE AND ROOFS)
• Must consider far-field and near-contact scenarios

• New Construction

• Adequate depth for shear @ supports

• Top & Bottom reinforcement (load reversals)
• Retrofits

• FRP

• Slab thickening (increase mass & standoff)

• Note: Also increases dead load

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For slabs, one main point to consider is the fact that almost all members subject to a blast will undergo rebound.  For existing slabs, one common issue we have found is that no top center-of-the bay steel is provided because the slabs were only designed for gravity loads (and the mid-bay region is compressed under gravity loads).We certainly design roofs too.  Depending on how tall the building is, the roof loads are often time low; however, the roof system may be light-duty too (like the roof joist and standing metal seam roof shown here).  One thing to think about for roofs is that under a blast, they will experience rebound in the upward direction.  If you don’t have large suction wind forces, you may need to provide additional tie-down measures to keep the roof elements from jumping off their supports.



ARCHITECTURAL PRECAST

• Architectural precast generally 
is hung from building structure 
at discrete levels

• Existing Buildings: 

• Analysis of existing 
panels (access to shop 
drawings)

• Connections 

• Inbound and 
Rebound Photo Courtesy of Arban & Carosi Precast

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Precast and tilt-up  = facade elements.



WINDOW AND FACADE
Back-Up Framing and Polymer Coating 
• Windows pose significant 

hazard to occupants in 
building in blast event

• May not be able to harden 
existing façade or allow for 
new window frame conx to 
structure

• Mitigation measures include:

• New Back-up Framing 
and Enclosure

• Polymer Coating as a 
catchment system

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Precast and tilt-up  = facade elements.



WINDOW AND FACADE
Back-Up Framing and FRP / Polymer Coating 

Existing 
Condition

Retrofit #1 Retrofit #2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Precast and tilt-up  = facade elements.












CASE STUDY
Blast Hardened Facade

Apply Film to Glass
• Structural Silicone 

Attachment

Analyze Existing Mullion:
• Identify max span.

Design New Back-up Steel:
• HSS Tubes.

Best way to retrofit existing aluminum mullions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Precast and tilt-up  = facade elements.



CASE STUDY
Blast Hardened Facade

Back-Up Steel Locations

How to transfer load from backup HSS to slab without anchors



Blast Hardened Facade
Solution: Bent Plate + Epoxy + CFRP
HSS Connections:

• Slotted connection at top

• Welded at bottom

CASE STUDY



CASE STUDY
Blast Hardened Facade
Bent Plates 
• 1-3/4 to 3” Gap
• Bend Plate over Slab 

Edge

Rebound LoadingInbound Loading

CFRP:
• Continuous CFRP Wrap
• Thread CFRP through Gap
• Develop CFRP to Slab



Isometric

CASE STUDY
Blast Hardened Facade



QUESTIONS?

Thank you!

Contact: sfatemi@thorntontomasetti.com
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